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INTRODUCTION: CURRENT HYPOTHESES

Most research into female and male discourse patterns is in agreement that the
sexes employ different strategies when conversing. Men are believed to be power
oriented, whereas women are considered cooperative (see Cameron 1985; Coates
1986; James & Drakich, to appear; Tannen 1990, and the numerous references cited
therein). Thus, the majority of the studies support such claims as that men talk
more than women in mixed conversations, disrupt others more often, and control
topic shifts. Women, on the other hand, are claimed to have other objectives.
Indeed, they were found to be supportive in conversation, smiling (Deutsch 1990
and references ciled therein), giggling (Giora, in prep.), supplying more numerous
minimal responses to their interlocutors, and manifesting more politeness. Thus,
mainstream feminist theories diagnose cooperation as a specifically feminine style
of discourse and dominance as a specifically masculine style. Such a gendered
account attributes different behaviors to women and men, despite emerging
conflicting evidence (see James & Clarke 1990; lames & Drakich, to appear).

One important, though relatively neglected, argument against the gendered
account of women and men's conversational differences has come from the attem pt
to view such differences as deriving from power/status distinctions (lames &
Drakich, to appear; O'Barr & Atkins 1980). In such a view, women do not employ
feminine strategies, but rather strategies characteristic of powerless members of
society. Similarly, men do not employ masculine conversational strategies, but
rather, strategies characteristic of those in power.

Our approach is congruent with the sccond theory, namely that female and male
discourse patterns derive from their respective statuses in society rather than from
their psychological makeup (be it innate or socialized). However, we will suggest
that although some cases of so-called gendered discourse strategies have to he
accounted for by relative social power, the conversational styles of the sexes should
primarily be considered against the background of ingroup-outgroup relations.
SociopsychologiciiTresearch into intra- versus inter-group relations has indicated
that people are prejudiced in favor of their own group members, while
discriminating against outgroup memhers (Stephan 1985; Tajfel 1978; Wyer &
Gordon 1984, inter alia). In this view, power is a hchavior that r.hould he
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exercised on an outgroup member, while cooperation is a behavior that should be

practiced among ingroup members. Given in group and outgroup biases, we sho~ld
expect group members to exert power on outgroup members and to cooperate with

ingroup members in conversations.
Such a prediction, however, contradicts the inherently female- and male-pattern

hypothesis mentioned above. Regarding men, while the gender hypothesis predicts
that men should be powerful, group-relation theories predict that they should not be

powerful towards ingroup members, i.e., men. Also, while the gender hypothesis
claims that men should not be cooperative, group-relation theories expect them to

cooperate with men. Regarding women, while the gender hypothesis predicts that
women should not be powerful, group-relation theories predict that they should

exercise power over outgroup members, i.e., men. Moreover, the gender

hypothesis claims that women are always cooperative, but group-relation theories
expect them not to cooperate with men morc than with women.2

We intend to examine the gendered hypothesis against the group-relation

theory. Within the group-relation theory we expect each sex to he self-biased.
Note that unlike gendered theories, group-relation theories do not form predictions

about speakers out of context, but rather about speakers with respect to addressees'
sex. In order to decide between the competing theories, we have chosen to focus

on impositive speech acts (see Green 1975). Impositives such as requests or
commands are obvious examples of powerful speech. Begging, on the other hand,

manifest,> speaker's powerlessness. Other impositives (e.g., advice, invitation) are

related (also) to cooperation and support for the addressee. Note that power and

cooperation arc not mutually exclusive. Begging is not cooperative yet it manifests
weakness, whereas a mutual command such as "let's go," when uttered by an

officer to a subordinate, suggests power although it is cooperative. In this study,

impositive speech acts are therefore classified and graded as to their relative

powerfulness and whether or not they are cooperative.

GROUP-RELATION PREDICTIONS

Redefining femininity and masculinity in terms of group relations, we take
feminine behavior, speech included, to manifest bias in favor of women and against

men, and masculine behavior to manifest bias in favor of men and against women.
The notion of self-bias thus predicts that women and men will not exercise different

hehaviors. Rather, they will exercise the same behaviors (power and cooperation,

in our case), but under different circumstances, i.e., relative to the sex of the

addressee.
To examine our hypothesis with regard to power, we have developed four

power parameters, some of which are based on Brown and Levinson (1987):

Power parameters
(1) Number of impositives. As is currently assumed, holding the floor reflects

speaker's power.
(2) Speaker's relative status vis-lI-visaddressee. Where speaker is superior to addressee

she is powerful. Where she is equal. she is not, and where she is subordinate, she
is weak.

GENDER VERSUS GROUP-RELATION ANALYSIS

Rate of compliance by addressee. Where speaker manages to have ber will
complied with, she is taken to be powerful.

Speech act ~wer. The speech act power is a function of linguistic aspects
measured agamst contextual background:
a. Linguistic componenL~:

i. Strength of illocutionary force, graded as below:
a. Threaten, command (+3).

~.. Demand. request. warn. reprimand, suggest. advise, instruct.
mdlrectly command, indirecl1y request. indirectly suggest, mutually
command, order (as in a restaurant). soothe (0).

c. ~utually suggest, mutually advise, invite, offer, ask for
perrmssion. remind, beg (-3).

ii. ~i~gat?rs and intensifiers-the former indicating weakening. the latter
mdlcatmg .strengtheni.ng of speech act power. Thus, please. for
~xa",1ple. SIgnals relative weakness, while prodding (e.g.. come on)
Implies speaker's sense of power.

Hi. Repeti~ion?f speech act. Repetition reduces the power of the speech
act. . It Im.plleslack of compliance and hcnce lack of power.

iv. ~usllfic~uon of speech act. Justification implics that the $peech act on
Its own IS too weak and will not be complied with.

b. Contextual background:
i. Speaker's relative status vis-lI-vis addressee. The power of the speech

act depends on whether it is uttered by a superior to an inferior or vice
versa. In the latter case the same speech act would be perceived as more
powerful.

ii. Interpersonal relations. Intimacy versus dist.lIlcc between interlocutors

Th~s: a c?mm:md is.~uedto an intimate is less powerful than when th~
rCClplentls a stranger.

iii. Necessity .in perfo""?ing the action expressed by the speeeh act. Thus,
the neeesslty of putllng out a fire justifies a powerful address while the
neccssity of closing the door when one leaves the room is m~ch lower

and hence ~oes not justify the use of a powerful speech act. An act of
low necessIty when imposed by a powerful speech act is relatively
powerful.

Iv. Dcgree of Imposl.tiOl~r~ulred .111order to co~ply with the speech act.
A speech act whIch IS highly Imposing indicates a powerful speaker.

Thus. the same command. e.g., to bring some water, puts the addressee
mto more trouble in the desert than in the kitchen. The more

troublesome the imposition the more powerful the speaker.3

~o measure cooperation we calculated the number of cooperative speech acts out of
t e total number of impositives performed. This constitutes the cooperation
parameter. Rec~Jl tha~ some of the impositive speech acts indicate cooperation
re~ardless of their relative power. They are cooperative in that they are addressee

onented and .reflect the speaker's concern for the addressee's interests (e.g., advise
suggest, remmd, mutual command). '

Given speaker-addressee relations there are seven possible relevant
comparisons between the sexes: '

(5) Possible comparisons \

a. Male speaker'" female Speakerb. Male speaker-male addre'ssee'" female speaker-female addressee
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Compnrisons Findings(%)GapBiasMS <FS 54.545.81.19MS·MA FS-FANo prediction
Male

MS-FA

<FS-MA 56.839.31.45MS·MA FS-MA
Male

< 51.339.31.31MaleMS-FA <FS-FA 56.851.71.09NoMS-MA >MS-FA 51.356.81.11FS-FA
Male

< FS-MA 51.739.31.32Male

b.

Cooperation

TABLE7. Cooperation

TABLE9. Powero/speechact

a> Male bias (mnJcscriplwrilers)
8. Power

i.

Comparisons Findings(%)GapBiasMS FSNo prediction
MS-MA

<FS-FA 23.3 29.21.25MS-FA FS-MA 36.1
Female

> 25.51.42FemaleMS-MA FS-MA No predictionMS·FA
>FS-FA 36.1 29.21.24MS-MA

Female
< MS-FA 23.3 36.11.55Strong femaleFS·FA >FS-MA 29.2 25.51.15Female

TADLE 8. Status

TAnI.!! 6. COIIJpliance (of (uklre.f.I'ees to .Vll/'(lker.v)

~c~o;m~p~an~'s~o~ns;=====BFi~n~di:ng:'s~(~%~)===Gap;;:::===B==ias====
MS > FS 49.7 0
MS·MA < FS-FA 23.3 0 Incalculable Stro~ male
MS-FA > FS-MA 39.7 0 Incalculable Strong'~emaIe
MS MA Incalculable Strong maIe

- > FS-MA 23.3 0 Incalculable Strong maleMS-FA > FS-FA 39.7 0
MS-MA < MS-FA 23.3 39.7 Incalculable Strong male
FS-FA > FS-MA 0 0 1.7 Strong maleIncalculable No

Iv.

iCo;;m~pan;'s~on~s~=-===FRi~nd~i~ng:s~(;:%~)===~Gap;';'::====:B==ias====

MMS > FS 3.36 3.27 1 03 N
S-MA < FS-FA 3.46 0 . 0

MS-FA > PS-MA 3.1 3.3 Incalculable Strong female

MS-MA > FS-MA 3.46 3.3 ::: ~~
MS-FA > FS-FA 3.1 0
MS-MA < MS-FA 3.46 3.1 Incalculable Strong male
FS-FA > FS-MA 0 1.12 Female

3.3 Incalculable Stron§ female

ii.

APPENDIX5

(1)

Female bias (female scriplwrilers)
a.

Power

i.
TABLE3. Status

Comparisons

Findings(%)GapBias
MS

<FS 25.1421.431.17Male
MS-MA

>FS-FA 23.334.831.49Male
MS-FA

<FS-MA 18.5512.351.5Strong male
MS-MA

<FS-MA 23.312.351.89Strong male
MS-FA

<FS-FA 18.5534.831.88Strong female
MS-MA

>MS-FA 23.318.551.26Female
FS·FA

<FS-MA 34.8312.352.82Strong male

ii.

TABLE4. Power of speech act 6

Comparisons

Findings(%)(jarDias
MS

<FS 2.962.11.41Male
MS-MA

>FS-FA 3.171.731.83Strong female
MS·FA

<FS·MA 2.822.481.14Male
MS-MA

<FS-MA 3.172.481.28Male
MS-FA

<FS-FA 2.821.731.63Strong male
MS-MA

>MS-FA 3.172.821.12Female
FS-FA

<FS-MA 1.732.481.43Female

iii.

TABLE 5. Amount o/talk

Comparisons

Findings(%)GapBias
MS

<FS 44.855.21.23Female
MS-MA

<FS-FA 42.9501.16Female
MS-FA

>FS-MA 57501.14Female
MS-MA

FS-MANo prediction
MS-FA

FS-FANo prediction
MS-MA

<MS-FA 42.9571.33Female
FS-FA

>FS-MA 50501No

of taking powerful and cooperative speech as inherent group characteristics
(women, men, 1cws, Arabs), we should take them as behaviors rcl1ccting primarily
intra- and inter-group relations, with the proviso that there arc differences in the
ability to practice self-biases by dominant and nondominant groups.
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TABLE 10. Amount of talk

Findings

(%)GapIlias
Comparisons

85.3

14.75.8Strong maleMS >FS

Incalculable
Strong maleMS-MA FS-FA740>

Strong mllle
MS-FA <FS-MA 25.9597.73.76

MS-MA

FS-MANo prediction
MS-FA

PS-I'ANo prediction
2.85

Strong maleMS·MA MS·FA7425.95<
Incalculable

Strong maleFS-FA >FS-MA 097.7

TABLE 11. Compliance (of addressees to speakers)

Ms.

Linguistic IntensilierlExplanationRepetitionIlIocu tionaryTotal
Aspecls: Mitigator Force+1

0+13 +5
Gap:

6

SOURCES

Gabison, Shabi, & Jonathan Aroch (1989). Shuru. Ms.

Helier, Gur (1986). Night Movie. In Schorr & Lubin (eds.). 85-114.

Menahemi, Ayelet (1987). Crows. In"Schorr & Lubin (eds.). 115-60.
Schorr & Lubin (eds.) (1987). Scripts J. Tel Aviv: Kinerel
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4. For the precise percentages and gaps between the sexes on which this table Is based, see the

appendix. Since the whole corpus of impositive speech acts was taken into account, a difference of

1.1 and above was considered significant and counted as a bias. A difference of 1.5 and above wasconsidered a strong self.bias.

s. FS and MS in the Appendix stand for female speaker and male speaker respectively.

Likewise, FA and MA stand for female addressee and male addressee. Under the heading
Comparisons we list our predictions as 10 which behavior should be practiced more often. These
predictions follow directly from group-relation theories.

6. The linguistic aspects weighed against the context yield mean results, calculated by
Unbalanced Analysis of Variance and Co variance with Repeated Measures.

GENDER VERSUS GROUP-RELATION ANALYSIS

Male
No

Strong male
Male

Strong female

1.23
1.05
Incalculable

1.3
Incalculable

TABI.E 12. Cooperation

========;::=;::===~==~==nDIaS~'~==Comparisons Findings (%) Gap
MS > FS 70.4 59.5 1.18 Male

MS-MA FS-FA No prediction
MS-FA > FS-MA 75.0 61.0
MS-MA > FS-MA 57.9 61
MS-FA > FS-FA 75 0

MS-MA < MS·FA 57.9 75

FS-FA > FS-MA 0 61

iv.
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Incalculable Strong male
1.42 Male

Gnp Bias

Incalculllble Strong female
l.38 Male

Incalculahlc Slrong male

Impos
o

NOTES

Hndings (%)

FS No prediction
FS-FA 29.4 0

FS·MA 21.3 30.2

FS-MA No prediction
FS·FA 21.3 0
MS-FA 29.4 21.3
PS-MA 0 30.2

Comparisons
MS

MS-MA >
MS-FA <
MS·MA

MS-FA <
MS-MA >
FS·FA <

1 We would like to thank Hana Galante and Yossi Glickson for their advice and help in. Ule
st;tistic calculations. Thanks are also due to rhe Debo~h N~tser Fund and the Abraham ] lonx!tsch

Chair in Philosophy of IA'Inguage for partially supportmg thiS study. N I h2 The claims here and above should be Iaken as relative rather than absolute. ame y, w en

Ih~ gendcrcd hypothesis expects womcn to be powerless, what is meant is that Ihey arc less

powerful than men, etc. Similarly, when the group-relation theory predicts thnt women ~c;:perate
with women, for example, what is meant is that they cooperate with women ",lore than ~I ~en.
3. TIle way we calculated each specific ullerance for its power of speech IS exemphfied III (a)
below (lmpos = degree of imposition):

a. Rosy (to EH): "Enough already, asshole."

Context: Necessity Status Dislancc
o 0 -I
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